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Fire has been our friend and foe. When things
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Editors Overview
Hello Readers.
Welcome to Goldsmith 146 which combines the February and April editions.
The 111th Rally is coming up fast and we are looking forward to an interesting turnout of vintage firefighting gear and some
vehicles that represent the motorised age of Firefighting which evolved into an effective force in our communities.
Along with the equipment, the organisations that fight our fires have evolved into efficient mobile forces that combine state
based services with community supported volunteer groups.
This edition starts off with look at the early days of powered firefighting which started in the 1829 and follows it through to the
Tankers, Pumpers and specialised vehicles that are in use today. The range of equipment used over this near 190 year period is
staggering and only a small sample has been included. The June edition will continue on the fire theme and cover our local
Lake Goldsmith CFA Brigade and the Fire Service Museum, both of whom will be displaying equipment at the rally.
Many firefighting and rescue vehicles are built by SEM Fire & Rescue in Ballarat. For this Rally the CFA have released a new
Pumper from the factory for the period of the Rally, This vehicle will be in the care of our Local CFA unit.
On page 17 the background of the CFA which evolved from the earlier Bush Fire Brigades and the Country Fire Brigade
Boards which operated from 1890 to 1944 when the Country Fire Authority was formed following serious fires from 1939 to
1944. Our local CFA brigaded started in 1905 and celebrated its Centenary in 2005. The Brigade has allowed us to publish a
copy of their booklet on their first Century.
Also featured in this edition on page 26 is the Melbourne Steam Traction Engine Club’s “ Steamfest 2018” where good
weather allowed a good turnout of visitors to see a broad spectrum of mobile machinery and their ever expanding collection of
fixed exhibits, including the start of their Willans 3 cylinder Diesel.
On page 29 we feature another Tuxford portable engine on show at Booleroo in South Australia. This engine is an unusual
combination of a Tuxford engine from around 1880 which was reboilered on a Roberts Oval Fire box boiler around 1920.
On page 30 John Kirkpatrick’s 1918 Waterloo Boy Tractor was on display at Cervus’s 100 year birthday celebtation of
John Deere Tractors in Ballarat.
The Evans Family collection of early and unusual pedal power machines will again be on display and parade for the 111th
Rally on May 5 & 6. Robin and Pat have extend an invitation to other vintage bicycle collectors to join them on their parades
around the Arena. These bicycles are a popular feature at these events.
The Shenandoah’s Crew with their window rattling display of Confederate Firepower will again be with us to get things
started with a bang. These displays are well presented, and their gear is on show in the Founders building between events
The 65 display sheds with their variety of all manner of heritage displays and the John Norris Boiler House will be open and
the Grand Parades of Steam and Internal combustion vehicles will all be there with bikes and Fire Engines as well.
The President, Committee and members invite all heritage machinery enthusiasts to the 11 th Lake Goldsmith Rally.

A HD print quality version of Goldsmith 146 will be available from the website as usual at:-

www.lakegoldsmithsteamrally.org.au/magazine.html
Thanks to Eva’s Gallery for many of the action Rally Pictures, if you would like a copy contact the editor.

Mission Statement
To foster, nurture, encourage and demonstrate technical, agricultural and life skills
associated with the Industrial Era.
To provide a quality environment where these skills may be used to educate and
entertain members and visitors.
To run two weekend rallies each year, and be available at convenient time for other
interested groups or individuals.
To conserve and develop a heritage collection.
Find us on the net at:-www.lakegoldsmithsteamrally.org.au
Or contact us by email
info@lakegoldsmithsteamrally.org.au
Or write to:
The Secretary:- P.O. Box 21 Beaufort 3373
Or contact the editor:-goldsmithgazet@optusnet.com.au

To register for this “cost & obligation free” bi-monthly e-magazine
email:- goldsmithgazet@optusnet.com.au

or Ph 0425 744 052

Copyright :- Our policy is to encourage redistribution, & protect our contributors, please read below!
If your organisation is a Periodic publications dedicated to the preservation of Heritage structures, machinery and skills, or a bona fide news media you may
archive and republish this material free of charge without further authorisation, provided that the source of the material, that is “Goldsmith Gazette” and the
“Authors name ©”. if any, is acknowledged, and that the material is not used for advertising or endorsements, and that the user does not purport to licence, or
assign or sell copyright to other parties. All other rights are reserved. Any authors appended ©, of work in this newsletter retain the copyright of their work and
images. You may download, display, print and reproduce their material in unaltered form only for your personal use and use within your family or organisation.
Apart from usages permitted under the Copyright Act 1968 such as “Fair Dealing” for the purpose of reporting, all other rights are reserved.Requests for other use
of copyright material may be directed to the editor
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STEAM & FIRE
Using steam to fight fire is an indirect way of making fire turn on itself, and it has been with us for a long time.
In London, in 1829, John Braithwaite built the first experimental steam fire engine. Ultimately this machine,
in spite of success on some major fires was destroyed by a mob in London where it appears to have been seen as
a threat by the existing establishment. By 1833, in company with John Ericsson he had built 4 more. The King
of Prussia ordered the first making Berlin the first European city to have a steam powered fire engine. The city
of Liverpool ordered another. These fire engines worked at 35 to 45 strokes a minute, with a 7”ɸ piston and
16” stroke, developed about 6HP. They could force about 2 tons of water per minute 80’ in the air.
They ran on Coke, combustion air was force fed and they raised steam in about 20 minutes.
Another Machine was rejected by the City of New York, who’s fire services, like London saw no need for
Steam powered fire engines With no commercial interest in London or New York the Fire Engine Project was
abandoned. John Braithwaite temporarily returned to engineering, and later to civil and railway design.

Experimental Steam Fire Engine No 1 1829

The Novelty Raintree Hill Trial Locomotive

Comet fire Engine for Prussia

and

and

the unsold New York model

Later small 6hp Fire Engine built by Braithwate’s

Braithwaite and Ericsson had combined their talents earlier when they entered their Locomotive “Novelty”
in the 1929 Rainhill trials which were held to determine which would be the first Locomotive used on the
Manchester and Liverpool railway when it opened in 1830. Stephenson’s Rocket won the event, but Novelty
was the fastest (at 28mph) and lightest. It was eliminated by a broken Pipe. Later Braithwaite & Ericsson built
2 Locomotives to a different design for the Manchester and Liverpool railway.
It is interesting to note the similarity in layout of the Locomotive and the experimental Fire engine above it.
It is also interesting that Liverpool was an early user of the Steam Fire Engine. Novelty was a popular entry
in the trials.
For the first commercially successful steam fire engines we have to cross the Atlantic to Cincinnati in Ohio
USA where in 1852 Abel Shawk, Alexander Latta and Miles Greenwood joined forces to form the A.B&E
Buckeye Works to build the first machine which was ordered by the City of Cincinnati. Shawk’s boiler could
raise steam in 10 minutes which made a steam fire engine a real possibility. Latta used his Locomotive
experience to design the pump and running gear, and Greenwood provided the factory.
A second machine was soon ordered in 1854. By 1863 the business was sold to Lane and Bodley who ran a
local machine shop, and in 1868 it was sold to Chris Ahrens who was the superintendent of the plant at the
time, and had started as an apprentice with the founders. The Company was renamed:- C. Ahrens & Co.
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The Locomotive background shines through in the long connecting rod to the drive wheel. Without any
obvious means of operator steering it is difficult to know if this is a ground drive pump an assisted drive or
Jack up flywheel. The horse shaft seems to be a permanent attachment. The Shawk square boiler used on early
models gave way to round ones on this 1860’s 3 wheel and later 4 wheel horse drawn fire engines shown below.

These vertical round Boilers could raise steam in 5 minutes,
and were later fitted with vertical cylinders and known as
uprights. They held World Records in every capability from
height, range and flow. Gasoline pre heaters were added in
1877 and steam could be raised in 3 minutes.
A series of mergers with competitors came went until 1905
when the family formed “Ahrens Fire Engine Company” and
introduced the “Continental” name for its fire engines. In
1910 they reorganised as:AHRENS-FOX FIRE ENGINE COMPANY
and 1911 saw their first petrol powered Fire Engine.
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1914 saw the first Ahrens-Fox fire engine
with the characteristic front mounted pumps
that remained until 1952. Their fire trucks went through a continuous series of improvements. Larger trucks
used rotary and centrifugal pumps. During WW2 Fire truck production stopped while the factory was involved
in war production making Lathes to bore large calibre Naval Guns.
Production resumed with a rush in 1945, when orders were so high that they refused all orders in 1949 to
clear the backlog. Commercially this had the whisper effect creating uncertainty in the market, and the
company was resold in 1951.
Production of new machines ceased in the 1950’s. Production of spare parts continued for many years. The
company survives owned by enthusiasts who still make parts for restoration. There is a lot of Ahrens-Fox
history on the net, particularly for those interested company history. All up, in their day they were the third
largest producer of fire engines in the US and all up produced about 900 machines. They were also innovators
and held world records for all aspects of fire engine performance.

Ahrens Fox from 1922

and again in 1926

Ahren Fox from 1948
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Fire Engines are not always Red as this 1948 Ahrens Fox demonstrates. This company had an important
History in powered Fire Engine development. They were innovative record holders with a proud history.
On both sides of the Atlantic these pioneers of Powered Fire Fighting had strong ties to Steam Locomotive
manufacture, and combined innovative fast steaming boilers with piston pumps on horse drawn wagons.
These powered pumps offered improved performance over the hand powered horse drawn pumps that were
in use at the time, and as buildings got higher their advantages became a necessity.
Back in London the firm
SHAND, MASON & Co.
was registered in 1850 by James Shand and Samuel Mason.
The company had previously traded as Tilley and Co which
was operated by their farther in law William Tilley. The firm
had originally been established in 1760 when it started making
fire fighting equipment.
The company made hand pumped engines operated by up to
40 men as exhibited in the Great Exhibition in 1851.
The machine on the left which dates from C1850 was man
powered. The timber handles on the side were lifted and fitted
through the eyes visible at the end of the arm. Four or more
men worked the handles up and down to operate the piston
pump and supply water to the hoses. The central brass dome
contains air to cushion the pressure pulses as the piston changed direction
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The company’s first application of applying steam to firefighting came in 1852 when they were commissioned
by the London Fire Brigade of the day to apply steam to the largest floating fire engines of the day which were
operated by up to 120 men.
The success of this conversion was followed by the construction of a self-propelled steam floating fire engine,
the first of its kind designed by James Shand. The picture below shows a later model built for Calcutta in 1867.

Shand, Mason
and Co developed
their first land
based steam
powered horse
drawn fire engine
in 1857.
The picture on the
left shows a very
early version of
these machines
Essential to their
success was the
circular boiler
and firebox with a
small volume of
water, and the
inclined water tubes that promoted fast water circulation.
These fire boxes had a grate but no ash pan. They were
designed for maximum air flow only. The ash dropped on
the road, and the boiler shell lifted to clean the tubes.
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The companies steam powered fire engines improved rapidly,
and they built up a string of successes. The c1870
advertisement shows that manpower was still being used.
The notes and pictures above were taken at the
STEAMFEST 2018 Rally, where this Shand, Mason & Co. Steam Pumper from the 1880’s was being
demonstrated by members of the Fire Service Museum at Eastern Hill Fire Station in Melbourne. The notes
cover the history of this machine which is similar to the machine that arrived in Ballarat in 1881. The boiler has
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its own feedwater tank on the left of the operators foot “Plate” and its own coal bunker on the right. Wooden
handles can be seen at the rear base of the funnel. These handles were for boiler attendant to hold onto while he
got up steam on route to a fire. Presumably any ash dropped on the road along the way. If the pumper could
not be located near a creek or waterhole, horse drawn water tankers would be used to ferry water to the pump
and provide the operators with lucrative extra income.
These machines were drawn by 2 horses, when they arrived at the fire scene the quick release shaft was
removed with the horses and moved to a safe place. The delivery hoses were stored under the fireman’s seats
which were behind the driver.

Company literature shows a very similar model for AD 1879 in the engraving above as their:“VOLUNTEER” STEAM FIRE ENGINE
On the left is a section of their improved boiler. Water volume is down, funnel diameter is up.
The shell and firebox are made from the “best quality selected best quality Yorkshire Iron with longitudinal
seams welded and all holes drilled. The tubes are solid hard drawn brass.
“The shape of the boiler shell, while giving great strength, also gives perfect freedom for expansion when
steam is being rapidly raised”
“The working pressure of Shand, Mason & Co’s engines is “125 lb on the square inch”, and the safety valves
are constructed so that the engines cannot exceed this; but the boilers are proved to 250 lb. and the engines
could be worked with safely to 150 lb. on the square inch.” The boilers could raise 100 psi in 6 to 7 ½ minutes
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when stationary, and from 7 ½ to 10 when moving. These could be reduced if a patented “Quick Steaming
Raising Apparatus” was used. This devise was a hand drive fan fitted in the boiler funnel.
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A time line for the introduction of improved Shand, Mason & Co features follows:Crank to determine stroke
1858
Self-acting lubricating apparatus
1882
Disc Valve for pumps
1861
Special feeding arrangements for boiler 1888
Engines at back of boiler
1863
Double Cylinder vertical construction 1889
Boiler joined for removal of interior
1863
Oil fired furnace
1893
Treble cylinder engine
1869
Variable steam expansion
1898
Inclined water tubes to boiler
1869
Motor steamer & independent propelling
High speed engine and pumps
1877
apparatus 1909
Self-propelling steam fire engines
1877
Steam Fire Engine on Motor Chassis
1909
Shand, Mason continued until with petrol power until they were taken over by Merryweather and Sons in
1928. Merryweather can trace their manufacture of firefighting pumps and equipment history back to 1690,
just after the great fire of London in 1666 , they continued into the 1960’s but later history is difficult to find.
Not a lot of early horse drawn steam machines survived in tack. When petrol powered vehicles arrived it was
very easy to remove the front axle and tow the machine as a trailer or attach it permanently to a vehicle. The
American La France below left and the Christie front wheel drive below right are examples of this modification
employed by American Fire Engine Companies

America and the UK both had quite a few Fire engine manufactures, American La France, based in South
Carolina USA had its early origins in 1832. Founded in 1873 by Truckson La France and partners building
hand powered equipment. By 1903 the American LaFrance Fire Engine Company was formed and Steam
powered fire engines were added to their range of firefighting gear.
In 1907 they delivered their first motorised fire truck. In 1995 the company was brought by Freightliner, a
subsidiary of Daimler-AG, In 2005, when they were the fifth largest manufacturer of emergency vehicles in
North America, it was sold to an investment firm, and in 2014 it closed the doors. (see Seagrave later)
During its history it had produced 1000’s of fire trucks that ranged from pumpers to chemical trucks, and
included snorkel and Ladder trucks and Airport Crash trucks.
Some ALF engines over 100 years.

Seagrave is another
US manufacturer of
Fire Fighting Apparatus with its roots in Detroit in the Steam Fire Engine Era. It was taken over by FWD,
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makers of all wheel drive trucks and went through a series of changes in owner ship and relocations until it was
acquired by the same company as American LaFrance. Unlike the others it is still in in business. It makes a full
range of equipment and offers a service to rejuvenate used equipment and bring it up to current specifications.
It has manufacturing plants in Wisconsin and South Carolina.

Seagrave 1917

Seagrave 1937

Seagrave 1929

Seagrave 1942

Seagrave 1951
Seagrave 2014 105’ tower
America and Canada had a lot of companies that built fire engines and other firefighting equipment, many of
them during the Steam fire engine era from the 1850’s to the 1920’s, which was the period that inspired this
feature story. This was a colourful era which started with a combination of horses and steam, which morphed
into steam and steam and finished with Steam and internal combustion.
Eventually Internal combustion took over for pumping and transport. The additional power available and
technology from other sources led to the highly specialised and versatile appliances we see today.
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Waterous fire engines (above left) began in Canada in the 1860’s and the US branch in Minnesota is still in the
firefighting business. American Fire Engine Co. was a short lived combined company with American La France
and Amoskeag Steam Fire Engine, an early Locomotive Company that built steam fire engines before 1876.

Ford, Mack, International and a host of other truck manufacturers either produced trucks or provided
vehicles for specialist firefighting equipment manufacturers to use. Ward La France, a separate company to

American La France made Fire engines, and a CAT 740B is used for the South African all terrain truck above.
The UK also had a lot of manufactures who specialised in firefighting or other municipal equipment.

Dennis Bros was not involved with Horse and Steam, Their first fire engines were built in 1908 and the last
was built in 2007 by the current successor company “Alexander Dennis”.
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Dennis Fire Engines from 1953
1956
and a Dennis Sabre produced from 1995 to 2007.
Many Denis fire engines came to Australia and they are frequently seen at displays and in Museums.
Some unusual machines turned up in the search to trace some highlight’s of fire engine development.

Bicycles have had a wide range of uses from general use to a special BSA refinery patrol bike. A Tandem
Quad bike from New Farm in Queensland and a 6 seater from Germany made good use of pedal power.

Bicycles and motorised tricycles still seem to have a use in various places around the world. The 3 motor bikes
(below left) can direct foam or water at fires from Nozzles at the rear. The self-propelled steamer below right is
unusual in that the chain drive uses link chain. Roller chain arrived in 1880, but maybe not in all sizes.

Most of the Fire Engines mentioned have been optimised for working in Metropolitan areas. Whilst many
rural areas have conditions similar to cities in towns and tourist areas they also have additional circumstances
which require specialised equipment. Distance, vast and frequently inaccessible areas, and an environment that
in summer is essentially fuel, which can be ignited by anything from lightening to vandalism requires additional
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equipment and coordination. Before we get to rural fire appliances, there are a few more unexpected and
extreme variations of equipment that have been developed for or pressed into firefighting.

At the top left is the Evergreen 747 Supertanker which is based
on a Boeing 747-400. This plane can carry 74Tonnes of water or
retardant and deliver it via controllable pressure sprays.
Clockwise:- is a an Antonov AN 32 P in the Ukaraine carrying 8 Tonnes.
Next round is the Martin Mars, ordered by the US Navy as a long range
Patrol, they worked as a heavy Seaplane Freighter until 1956, when they
were sold off, and 4 were converted for firefighting. They could scoop up
27 Ton of water in 22 seconds. The single engined Polish PZL-Mielec
carries 2.2 Tonnes and the twin engined Canadair carries 4.9 Tonnes in
Spain. There are around 30 different fixed wing fire planes. The last picture is a Consolidated PBY Catalina.
The working life of these WW2 American planes is a testament to their design, construction and maintenance.
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Back on the water,

These Fireboats are used worldwide, unlike other services they would have to work hard to run out of water.
On the ground some special vehicles have been developed for special conditions:-

This Military Kaiser Jeep and the Oshkosh are an impressive sight, and the Kaiser Jeep with a Deluge Nozzle
seems like a long range fire suppressor. Below left the Chinese enclosed tracked fire tender offers a lot of crew
protection. The converted White M3 Half Track retains its winch but loses its armoured car look.

On the left is “Elvis” the Sikorsky/Erickson
S-64 Air-Crane which acquired its name when
it worked in Memphis with the United States
National Guard.
This Heli-tanker has been hired by the
Victorian Government each bushfire season
since 2001 when it succeeded the earlier “Eric
the water bomber” which had been used since
1997.
This machine has built up an excellent
record in Victoria and in NSW where it was
involved in saving 300 homes and saving 14
firefighters. The NSW Government had two
other Air-Cranes sent out in a Russian Antinov
AN 124 Freighter to take over from Elvis.
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Others followed in Western Australia and the ACT. These Heli-tankers can carry 4.9 Tonnes of water or
retardant. Elvis can be seen working in the Beaufort area if you google the Beaufort CFA.
Before we get to the CFA unit at Lake Goldsmith, and thanks to Mal Jones, a brief look at nearby Ballarat
Fire vehicle history is possible. Mal’s photo collection includes some early images as shown below.
Ballarat is a city of around 90 000 people, and it is the home base of CFA district 15.

1894 “Sailor” in the shafts and the crew on board outside the Ballarat East Fire Station.
c1880, Shand-Mason Steam Fire engine, The brick base of the Fire station tower is visible in the
background. This engine is very similar to the No 7 “Volunteer” model shown earlier on Page 9.
Bottom left:- This 1920’s style REO, interestingly the “Kero lights near the Bell and spot light,
Bottom right:- This 1938 Dodge looks ready for action in front of the trophy lined walls.
Top left:Top right:-

The picture on the far left shows the Ballarat East Fire Station with
its original single vehicle doors at the time of its 100th Anniversary in
1956. These doors can be seen in the horse sulky picture above.
The current door is pictured on the immediate right.
The Ballarat East is part of CFA District 15 based at Wendouree.
Our Local CFA unit is based near the Eastern boundary of the Rally
Grounds, the roof of the building can be seen near the lower left
corner of the aerial photo of the grounds on the front cover. The unit
has a long history ( more than the 100 years suggested in the last edition ) which began in 1905 at a meeting in
the Stockyard Hill Hotel ( photo in last edition P 35) as the:STOCKYARD HILL & LAKE GOLDSMITH RURAL BUSH FIRE BRIGADE
The units 100th Anniversary came up in 2005, and as fortune has it they produced a brief outline of their history
which they have allowed us to reprint in this edition of Goldsmith. The booklet was provided by John
Kirkpatrick of the Pioneer Shed. John’s family are well represented as past Captains.
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Austin trucks were popular light CFA trucks at the time, on the left from 1947 and from c1952 on the right.
Prior to the Fire Brigade Act in Victoria in 1890 “Bush Fire Brigades” were formed locally by volunteers and
Cities were served by Brigades operated and paid for by Insurance Companies. Insured houses were generally
had a Plaque attached to the house to identify the Insurer.
The Melbourne Fire Brigade was established by the Act
to fight fires in Melbourne and the immediate Metropolitan
area. The firemen were fulltime employees of the Brigade
and their headquarters and fire Station was based at
Eastern Hill. A tower gave a view of the city area.
Easter Hill is still the headquarters of the MFB and the
garage is now the home of the Fire Service Museum.
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The MFB and Fire Service Museum, which has an extensive collection of Heritage Fire Fighting equipment
maintained and exhibited by volunteers, will be featured in the June edition of Goldsmith.
For this edition the focus is on the CFA and its predecessors, the Bush Fire Brigades and the Country Fire
Brigade Boards which were formed by the Fire Brigade Act in 1890 for 9 country fire districts.
Melbourne’s first recorded fire was in the
Jail in 1838 as depicted in this 1870 s drawing
(State Library image H 28250 4)
The “Black Thursday” Fires started in
February 1851. The Melbourne temperature
reached 47°C (unofficial) with strong North
winds. The smoke reached Tasmania, and
burning embers were reported on ships 20Km
offshore in Bass Strait. The fire is estimated to
have covered a quarter of the state. 12 people
died and 1 million sheep and thousands of
Cattle were killed The picture below ( State
Library image H28049 by W Strutt). The
original is in the State Library and has a

history of its own. It is in the Cohen Gallery)
Volunteer Country Fire Brigades began,
and by 1856 they were operating in Geelong
and Ballarat East, and by 1890 when the Fire
Brigade Act came into force about 100 of
these Brigades had been formed around the
State.
The picture on the left is another from the
State Library. The painting is by John
Longstaff (state library image H33849)
depicts the 1898 Red Tuesday fires in
Gippsland when 12 people died and 2000
buildings were destroyed and 260 000
Hectares burnt out.
These pictures give a good idea of
firefighting before the mechanical
firefighting aides could be brought to the
bush. Safety clothing was a wet hessian bag
and equipment was a leather beater, water was a scarce commodity, and training was experience at the last fire.
The history of the Lake Goldsmith CFA above makes it pretty clear how voluntary the early rural Brigades
were. Members used their own horses, and later trucks, and they operated from their own properties.
Before trucks, the transport of water in any useful quantities was difficult, to say the least. Tankers were water
tanks carried on wagons or farm trucks, and hand pumped knapsacks were an alternative to a bucket brigade.
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In 1939 the Black Friday fires started in Jan 13. A decade of depression and hot dry weather preceeded these
fires which occurred across the state. The fires were devastating, whole towns were destroyed 2 million
Hectares were burned out, 650 buildings destroyed and 71 people died. So much was destroyed it was thought
that the next bushfires would be years away. In 19443/4they were back and 32 people died & 700 homes were
lost.
WW2 was on and manpower was short and electricity, essential to the war effort was threatened by fires at
the Yallourn open cut mine which became subject to a Royal Commission. Earlier a Royal Commission was
formed on Jan 27 1939 to look into ways of improving firefighting.
In 1944 the CFA was legislated and it came into operation on April 2 1945. The Act was updated in 1958 and
has had other amendments.
In general the primary function of the CFA is the Control and Suppression of fires on private property
outside the MFB area in Melbourne. It has the power to investigate fires and may also be involved in rescue,
road accident and protection services.
The state is divided into 21 CFA districts and 9 Fire Districts aligned with Municipal Shire boundaries.

Lake Goldsmith is in District 16
as shown on the left. There are 55
or so Brigades in District 16 and
the District Headquarters is at
Ararat.
The CFA has over 1200 brigades
located strategically around the
State.
These brigades have over 2300
CFA vehicles including Tankers,
Pumpers and special vehicles for
urban fires, rescue and hazard
management. The Brigades also
have 1400 or so vehicles donated by
local communities.
The CFA membership includes
over 55 000 volunteers, 35 000 of
whom are operational.
The CFA has 1800 Career
Officers.
The CFA protects over a million
homes in its 21 districts which have
a combined population of over
3.3 million.
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Sadly the fighting fires has cost the lives of 67 CFA firemen.
The CFA is one of the largest volunteer organisations in the world and it has achieved major successes in
controlling rural and urban fires in a State with many natural fire hazards. In addition to conventional land
based firefighting and rescue the CFA are also equipped to work in the snow, on water, and on the coast where
they operate with the Australian Volunteer Coast Guard.
They also operate with other emergency services, The Victorian police, State Emergency Service and
Ambulance Victoria. In outer suburban areas of Melbourne they operate with the Melbourne Fire Brigade.
The Integrated Firefighting Aircraft Resources provided specialised fixed and rotary wing aircraft for the
CFA and the Dept of Environment and Primary Industries who are responsible for fire control on Crown land.
In the June Edition the Fire Service Museum and Lake Goldsmith CFA will be featured after the Rally.

.
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MSTEC STEAMFEST 2018
Brilliant weather and a great turn out of heritage machinery drew a steady stream of visitors over three days.
This rally saw the “Austral Gates” in place for the first time at the entry to the hard pack parade Ground

Ezekiel had “wheels within wheels”, Austral opted for “Gates within Gates”

Phil Hayes regauged steam locomotive stands in while the “Spirit of Scoresby” steamer is out for service.
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The 2 seater Messerschmitt KR 175 or 200 cars were made in Germany from 1953 to 1964. I recall meeting the
owner of one of these cars who explained that the car yard where he brought it dropped the price when they
could not find reverse gear. After paying up, he got in the car, turned the ignition key backwards and reversed
out with an extremely irate salesman hot on his heels. Two stokes do have some advantages.
The Austin Healy 100/6 above right from the late 1950’s was an alternative 2 seat arrangement. These cars
look as good today as when they were made and they had a lively performance to match.

The mid1930’s Plymouth and Ford Mustang from the 1960’s made a show of North American Style & comfort

John Bellfield’s Sherman Tank and Kaiser Jeep prime mover make an impressive combination at any Rally.
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Warwick Bryce’s Stuart Tank gets a New Commander, and Jo Lloyds Waterous portable is in renovation
mode. This portable was made by the same Canadian Company that made the steam fire engine on page 13.

This boat was unusual in that it uses a Sterling Cycle engine. It is certainly a neat layout, and a rare exhibit.

Rob Jones enjoys a drive in the “Yorky” Wagon, and inside the Willans engine takes shape on it’s massive base.

Diesel, petrol & steam rollers, traction engines and some unusual machines made for a great weekend.
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Another TUXFORD at Booleroo in South Australia

The portable steam engine pictured above can be seen at the:-

Booleroo Steam and Traction Preservation Society Inc.
The TUXFORD steam engine from around the 1870’s or 80’s was reboilered
around 1920 by Roberts & Sons of Bendigo Victoria. The Boiler is unusual in
that it has an oval firebox. Roberts & Sons was a large engineering business
which started in 1861 and stayed in family hands until 1918.
For anyone who may be interested this unusual engine is for sale.
Contact the editor ( see page 2) for details. This machine spent its early life around Maldon in Victoria.
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JOHN DEERE follow-up
Cervus and John Deere were supporters of the 110th Rally in November 2017, (see edition 145) and they had
an event of their own in March to mark 100 years of John Deere Tractors.
To mark the event John Kirkpatrick’s 1918 Waterloo Boy tractor was on show with its descendants.

John gets
first cut of
the 100 year
cake, which
looks like it
will feed a
lot of visitors
to the event.
On the left
the Waterloo
Boy is back
home in the
Pioneer shed at Lake Goldsmith where it can be seen at the
111th Rally on May 5 & 6.
Pictures supplied by Jackie Peacock of Cervus.
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What a sight these
horse drawn fire
engines must have
been in their day.
Clattering hooves
clanging bells and
a roaring fire
belching smoke
and dropping
embers along the
road.
Night runs would
have been a
spectacular sight.
The Crew and
hoses followed
behind
The fireman new
he was heading for
a fire, I imagine the
horses hoped that
they were running
away from one.
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Lake Goldsmith Goods Shed Museum

The February open day at the goods shed provided a morning tea stop for members of the Vintage & Classic
Car Club Ballarat Branch who were on their Begonia Festival Run for 2018. John & Josh Franc hosted the day
which was open to the public. The above view from the park on Camp Hill gives an idea of the turnout of cars.

V-Line turned up with a Sprinter which appeared in the background at Beaufort Station on its run to Ararat

The next open days will be on June 2 and again on the Queen’s
Birthday long weekend on June 9 & 10 from 10am to 3pm
For The Beaufort Arts Festival
$5.oo entry per head includes Tea or Coffee
Group Bookings & further information email:-ronatip51@gmail.com

Location:- Albert Street Beaufort Victoria
Next Lake Goldsmith Rally:- Fire Fighting & CFA Salute
May 5 & 6 at Lake Goldsmith Rally Grounds:- All Welcome
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